More winter bookings for the

CANARY ISLANDS

In the winter of 2016, the Canary Islands Tourism
Board partnered with travel audience to promote
its archipelago to millions of consumers with a clear
travel intent and to increase the volume of bookings
to the islands. The campaign “The best climate in the
world” ran between December 2016 and March 2017
in the DACH market. It was aimed at identifying
travelers who were searching for competitive
destinations of the Canary Islands and influencing
them to book their holiday to the Canary Islands,
during all stages of the customer journey, from the
initial inspiration phase to the travel booking.
The online ads were shown as part of automated
programmatic campaigns, including social media
platforms, private premium travel deals, and hand-
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picked tourism websites in travel audience’s Premium
Publisher Network.
The result? More than 8,100 incremental visitors
for the Canary Islands and great success in terms
of awareness of the Canary Islands brand.

The project
The goal of the campaign was to promote the Canary
Islands’ fantastic climate and thereby attract more
travelers to the archipelago. After analyzing the travel
booking behavior of millions of users in their network,
travel audience identified four different target groups
according to their Canary Island search affinity,
ranging from users who had already shown a keen
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expressed any interest for the Canary Islands, nor
for competing destinations.
These four target groups were further segmented
based on their stage in the decision-making process
and whether they were part of the sub-segments
families, couples, or beach travelers. All groups were
targeted individually and across multiple channels.
Programmatic premium placements took the lion
share of the campaign mix while the ads were also
shown on social media platforms and on travel
audience’s Premium Partner Network of over 500
partner websites. The Premium Partner Network shows
individually designed Native Ads, which seamlessly
integrate into the look and feel of the partner websites.
Machine learning is the technological foundation that
enables travel audience’s tourism board clients to
achieve the highest possible conversion rates. It's based
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placements to provide the right message to the right
audience at the right time. This way campaigns always
improve to achieve the best ROI for their clients and
generate the highest possible number of bookings.
In this case, the campaign optimization also included
additional targeting data. Users were identified and
targeted by their search intent for specific travel
destinations.
For instance, the platform discovered that users
searching for Sardinia in the Premium Publisher
Network were more receptive to ads of the Canary
Islands, compared to users searching for Palma de
Mallorca or Crete (see illustration on next page).
Simply put, once the platform finds patterns, it
automatically fine-tunes the campaign accordingly,
resulting in increased click rates and incremental
visitors from week to week.
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The result
Premium travel inventory, superior data and machine
learning technology enabled travel audience to
communicate to millions of consumers effectively that
the Canary Islands have “The best climate in the
world”. The campaign had a clear ROI impact for the

Canary Islands, who could welcome more than 8,100
incremental visitors at a cost much lower than
expected. Consumers were targeted across all stages
of the customer journey to the final booking and
on multiple platforms (including social, native, and
programmatic advertising) and this has proven to
be extremely effective.

María Méndez Castro
Managing Director Canary Islands Tourism Board, states :

“We are thrilled to be working with travel audience. They met the challenge
head on and created a campaign that fit our strategy and needs. We worked
closely together as partners, with great success in terms of awareness of
the Canary Islands brand. Even more, we gained an incredible 8,164 new
visitors to the Canary Islands. This is the first time we have an ROI
in terms of conversions, understood as real purchases.”

Sandro Cuzzolin
Head of Strategic Projects travel audience, adds:

“The Canary Islands have two great advantages: they are a
lovely travel destination and have an extremely professional
and innovative team managing the local tourism ecosystem.
In the ‘Best climate in the world’ campaign, we were able to define
distinct segments with an innovative advertising methodology,
to reach each segment in a targeted way, and promote the Canary
Islands to millions of consumers.”
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